


The compact hydraulic system has low-noise drives,
an automatic pump-demand control as weIl as
minimal hydraulic piping. This guarantees low energy
and maintenance costs.

PAAL developed and patented the hydrological block.

Mounted directly onto the hydraulic cylinder, this

helps to minimise heat generation and energy losses.

The fully automatic tying system has an integrated
cutting device, making it highly efficient and reliable
even during heavy-duty operation. Short wire end
ties ensure that the minimum of wire is used and
make the Konti E-series even more cost effective.



High class the new KONTI E-series

Eight large rollers and very wide lateral guides ensure

minimal wear and Drecision auidance tor the Dressina

The new cutting system incorporates an increased
cutting angle and radial relief combined with a large
clearance space above the fixed knife. This allows
material to flow freely and ensures that the bales are
produced with a smooth upper surface, thus enabling

them to be stored safely to the maximum permitted

heiClht.

The stamper operates over the whole feeding width

removing any possibility of material jamming when

pressinQ difficult materials.





With the integrated modem we are able to GontaGt the

maGhine plG and thus when "online" reaGt to and

reGtify malfunGtions.
The remote service system (RSS) allows our
engineers to check the condition of your machine

when required, so that any faults or malfunctions
can be immediatelydiagnosed. It is possible, for

example, to alter the operating pressures remotely
to optimise the machine's pressing force. In addition,

the RSS also allows us to detect faulty components
and despatch a replacement straight away, this will

ensure that you have the maximum output from your

machine.

The Baler Information and Control System (BICS)
enables us to monitor your machine. BICS is able to
provide valuable data for your production and main-

tenance control.
The graphical display shows the bale counter
function, hydraulic pressures, recording of waiting
times and segregation of none production times, on

screen. It allows the operator to discover more about
particular operating conditions by questioning the

multi-function panel.




